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 Abstract: The novel coronavirus disease 19 (Covid-19) which is caused by severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has been a pandemic across the world, 
which necessitate the need for the antiviral drug discovery. One of the potential protein 
targets for coronavirus treatment is RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. It is the key 
enzyme in the viral replication machinery, and it does not exist in human beings, 
therefore its targeting has been considered as a strategic approach. Here we describe the 
identification of potential hits from Indonesian Herbal and ZINC databases. The 
pharmacophore modeling was employed followed by molecular docking and dynamics 
simulation for 40 ns. 151 and 14480 hit molecules were retrieved from Indonesian herbal 
and ZINC databases, respectively. Three hits that were selected based on the structural 
analysis were stable during 40 ns, while binding energy prediction further implied that 
ZINC1529045114, ZINC169730811, and 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin had tighter binding 
affinities compared to Remdesivir. The ZINC169730811 had the strongest affinity toward 
RdRp compared to the other two hits including Remdesivir and its binding was 
corroborated by electrostatic, van der Waals, and nonpolar contribution for solvation 
energies. The present study offers three hits showing tighter binding to RdRp based on 
MM-PBSA binding energy prediction for further experimental verification. 
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■ INTRODUCTION 

The novel coronavirus disease in 2019 (Covid-19) 
which is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has been declared as a 
pandemic across the world as it impacts all countries 
worldwide with more than two million people infected and 
hundred thousand fatalities [1]. The current situation still 
has the potential to elevate considering its rapid contagious 
nature and no drug or vaccine for this particular 

coronavirus has been found until recently. This 
necessitates the urgent effort to find small molecules with 
the potential to inhibit specific proteins of the coronavirus. 

Antiviral drug discovery including the 2019 novel 
coronavirus is subjected to the specific proteins 
responsible for the viral life cycle continuation. One of 
the druggable proteins with the potential to target is 
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) which belongs 
to the nucleic acid polymerase. The crucial function of 
RdRp is its role in catalyzing the synthesis of the viral 
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RNA which is required for viral replication [2-3]. The 
protein exists in the virus and fortunately not in the host 
(human body). Therefore, targeting RdRp is considered to 
have a high potential to inhibit the coronavirus life cycle. 

Several small molecules that target RdRp have been 
reported such as Remdesivir and Sofosbuvir. Remdesivir 
is a nucleoside analog prodrug and it is reportedly to 
inhibit SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV [4-5]. Sofosbuvir, on 
the other side, is a nucleotide analog prodrug, which 
targets the hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection through 
HCV NS5B RdRp [6-7]. As it is known that the 2019 
nCov-2 coronavirus is a single-strand RNA virus that 
shares structural similarity with RdRp of Hepatitis-C-
Virus (HCV), Ebola, dengue virus, and rhinoviruses, 
those drugs were also projected for the treatment of the 
2019 nCoV-2. However, since the coronavirus is well 
known for its highly adaptive capability for modified 
nucleotide analog, the need for novel prompt SARS-CoV-
2 antiviral drug discovery was inevitable. Here we 
performed in silico screening based on the 
pharmacophore features of Remdesivir to find potential 
compounds for inhibiting RdRp protein. The obtained 
hits were subjected to molecular docking and molecular 
dynamics simulation confirmation. We identified several 
hits molecules with better affinities than Remdesivir 
according to Molecular Mechanics-Poisson Boltzmann 
Surface Area (MM-PBSA) protocol. 

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

Pharmacophore modeling was performed with the 
aid of LigandScout 4.3 [8] and the Pharmit web server [9]. 
In both applications, the structure of Remdesivir (RDM) 
was used to model pharmacophore. Several 
pharmacophore features were selected based on the RDM 
structure and its interaction with the RdRp 2019 nCov2. 
The ‘Max hits per conf’ was set to 1 in case of using the 
Pharmit web server. The selected features were used for 
screening against the Indonesian Herbal Database 
(http://herbaldb.farmasi.ui.ac.id/) [10-11] and ZINC [12] 
databases and the retrieved molecules were submitted for 
molecular docking. The iDock [13] software was 
employed for the docking study. The iDock essentially 
uses the AutoDock Vina machine while adding some 

features which enable automatic docking of a large 
compound library. The PDB structure of the RdRp of 
2019 novel coronavirus was retrieved from the RCSB 
protein database using PDB ID 6M71 [14]. Protein 
structure preparation including adding polar hydrogen 
atoms and assigning Kollman charges was carried out by 
using the AutoDock tool (ADT) and the structure was 
saved in PDBQT format. The grid box for the docking 
study was defined by following the study of Gao et al. 
(2020) [14] who indicated the interaction of RDM with 
the 2019 coronavirus RdRP structure with a grid box size 
of (x = 40, y = 40, z = 40) and center of (x = 116.02, y = 
118.37, z = 127.80) was set which encompass the 
Remdesivir (RDM) binding site. All ligands were 
converted to PDBQT format using Open Babel version 
2.4.1. Docking analysis was conducted with the 
Discovery Studio Visualizer 2016. 

Prediction of ADME (Absorption, Distribution, 
Metabolism, Excretion) properties for the two best 
compounds from ZINC and one compound from 
HerbalDB databases was performed by using the 
SwissADME web server (http://www.swissadme.ch) 
which is developed by the Swiss Institute of 
Bioinformatics [15]. Each SMILE file of the compound 
was submitted to the webserver to generate the ADME 
properties. 

The top docked molecules in complex with RdRp 
and native RdRp were subjected to molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulation for 40 ns using Amber16 with a time 
step of 2 fs, periodic boundary conditions, Lennard-Jones 
(LJ) cutoff of 0.9 nm, and the particle mesh Ewald by 
following our previous procedure [16]. The ff14SB [17] 
and GAFF2 [18] were used to assign protein and ligand, 
respectively. Neutralization was done by introducing 
sodium ions, while solvation was conducted using the 
TIP3P water model. Energy minimization was carried 
out in three steps. The first minimization was carried out 
using 6000 steps consisting of 500 steepest descent and 
5500 steps of the conjugate gradient with protein 
restrained. Second and third minimization was done 
using the same steps as the first minimization with the 
main atoms of protein restrained and without restraint, 
respectively. After minimization, the system was heated 
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to 300 K in 150 ps, which was followed by 200 ps 
equilibration. The final production step was done for 40 
ns in the NPT ensemble using pmemd.cuda module of 
Amber16. Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD), Root 
Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF), hydrogen bond analysis 
was done using the cpptraj module [19] of Amber16. Also, 
we performed cluster analysis based on the DBScan 
algorithm to evaluate the consistency of the initial 
conformation during the 40 ns MD simulation using the 
cpptraj module. We used 15 minpoints as a threshold to 
form a cluster with epsilon 2.5 Å as distance cutoff for 
forming a cluster. The PDB structure with the highest 
chance of occurrence was extracted and employed it as the 
conformation during 40 ns MD simulation. Finally, the 
MD trajectory was employed for binding free energy 
calculation during 40 ns using Molecular Mechanics-
Poisson Boltzmann solvent accessible surface area (MM-
PBSA) method [19-21] as implemented in MMPBSA.py 
module of Amber16 software. Considering the highly 
charged binding interface of ligand-RdRp complex, we 
employed the solute dielectric constant 4 in the MM-
PBSA binding energy calculation. 

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The study was initiated with the analysis of the 
structure of Remdesivir (RDM). It is known that RDM 
is a prodrug and when binding to RdRp, it is converted 
to its tri-phosphate form. Therefore, the active form of 
RDM was used for further analysis. Fig. 1 displays the 
structure of RDM and its active form. 

The pharmacophore features of RDM consisted of 
one aromatic ring, five hydrogen bond donor, sixteen 
hydrogen bond acceptor, three negative ions (phosphate 
atoms), and one hydrophobic feature. However, only 
five features were selected in LigandScout 4.3 to increase 
the potential hit molecules gain, which includes one 
aromatic, one hydrogen bond donor, and three hydrogen 
bond acceptors. Screening against the Indonesian 
Herbal database resulted in 151 hit molecules gain. The 
same features were employed when screening using the 
Pharmit web server, in which screening against the 
ZINC database retrieved 14480 hit molecules. Fig. 2 
displays the selected features of pharmacophore in the 
LigandScout 4.3 and Pharmit web server. 
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Fig 1. The 2D structures of Remdesivir (left) and its active form (right) 

 
Fig 2. The pharmacophore features selected for screening with one aromatic (blue and purple circles), one hydrogen 
bond donor (green and white circles), and three hydrogen bond acceptors (red and yellow circles) features employed 
for screening in LigandScout and Pharmit web server, respectively 
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Molecular docking of 14480 hits molecules and 151 
molecules retrieved from ZINC and Indonesian Herbal 
databases, respectively, was performed in the putative of 
the binding site of RDM. It is known that the structure of 
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of SARS-CoV-2 form 
“right hand” conformation and contains three domains, 
which is similar to the structure of SARS coronavirus 
(SARS-CoV) [14,20-21]. A finger subdomain spans from 
Ser397 to Ala581 and Lys621 to Gly679, a palm 
subdomain is located at Thr582 to Pro620 and Thr680 to 
Gln815, while the thumb subdomain was positioned at 
His816 to Glu920. The active site of the 2019 SARS-CoV-
2 is located in the palm domain which consisted of motif 
A, B, C, D, E, F, and G. The binding model of RDM to the 
RdRp is supposedly surrounded by Asp618, Asp623 
(motif A), Thr680, Ser682, Asn691 (motif B), Ser759, 
Asp760, and Asp761 (motif C) [14]. The binding site of 
RDM is depicted in Fig. 3. This site was also identified as 
the top 1 site by the SiteMap module of the Schrodinger 
Package (Release 2019-4). 

The docking of RDM at the supposed binding site 
gave the binding energy of −6.96 kcal/mol, while docking 
of 14480 hit molecules yielded binding energies from 
−4.42 kcal/mol to −12.36 kcal/mol. On the other hand, 
docking 151 molecules gave binding energies between 
−5.2 and −10.65 kcal/mol. All docking results were 
analyzed for their ligand structures and interactions with 
RdRp and based on the structural comparison between hit 
molecules and Remdesivir for mimicking nucleotide 
structure, we selected one compound from the 

Indonesian Herbal Database and two compounds from 
the ZINC database for subjecting to 40 ns MD 
simulation. Fig. 4 displays the two-dimensional best 
docked hit molecules. 

The best docked hit molecules show a similar 
interaction with Remdesivir (RDM). Table 1 tabulates 
the binding energy and interactions with RdRp. 

 
Fig 3. The putative ligand-binding site of RDM to RdRp, 
in which carbon and oxygen atoms of active RDM were 
colored blue and red, respectively 
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Table 1. The binding affinities and interactions between hit molecules and RdRp 

Ligand 
Binding affinities 

(kcal/mol) 
H-bond  

(distance, Å) 
Electrostatic 
interactions 

Hydrophobic 

RDM −6.96 

Tyr619 (3.22) 
Ser814 (3.12) 
Asp760 (2.32) 
Asp761 (2.21) 
Glu811 (3.36) 
Lys798 (2.72) 

Asp618 
Asp760 
Asp761 
Glu811 

 

ZINC1529045114 −8.07 

Lys621 (2.87) 
Arg624 (3.06) 
Thr687 (2.69) 
Asn691 (3.26) 
Asp452 (3.37) 
Asp623 (3.04) 

Asp623 
Asp760 

 
Arg555 

 

ZINC169730811 −8.04 
Tyr619 (3.32) 
Cys622 (3.10) 
Glu811 (3.26) 

Arg624 
Asp623 

Lys798 

9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin −10.65 

Asp761 (2.34) 
Glu811 (2.43) 
Tyr619 (2.64) 
Asp760 (2.84) 

 Cys622 

 
Interaction of ZINC1529045114 was supported by 

hydrogen bonds between the oxygen atom of the 
phosphate group with Lys621, as well as the nucleoside 
group with Thr687, Asn691, Asp452, Asp623, and 
Arg624. The purine group also contributed to the 
electrostatic interactions through pi-anion interactions 
with Asp623 and Asp760. In the meantime, the 
interaction of ZINC169730811 was based on the 
hydrogen bond interactions with Tyr619 through the 
oxygen atom of the phosphate group, as well as with 
Cys622 through the oxygen of the oxolane group. The 
hydrogen bond interaction was also observed with 
Glu811, while electrostatic interactions between pi-
electron of purine group and Arg624 and Asp623 were 
observed. Also, hydrophobic interaction with Lys798 was 
noted. While hydrogen bonding interactions for 9-
Ribosyl-trans-zeatin occurred with Asp761, Glu811, 
Tyr619, and Asp760. In the meanwhile, Remdesivir 
(RDM) showed hydrogen bonding interactions with 
Tyr619, Ser814, Asp760, Asp761, Glu811, and Lys798. 
Electrostatic interactions with Asp618, Asp760, Asp761, 
and Glu811 were observed between RDM and RdRp. Fig. 

5 displays the interaction of each hit molecule with the 
RdRp. 

Prediction of ADME Properties 

Table 2 shows the predicted ADME properties for 
the three compounds. The ZINC1529045114, 
ZINC169730811, and 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin show low 
intestinal absorption properties with no chance for 
distribution into the brain. The three compounds also 
could not be inhibitors for the subtypes of cytochrome 
P450 enzymes (CYPs) including CYP1A2, CYP2C19, 
CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A4, which indicated that 
the two compounds could not probably be metabolized. 
Compound 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin fulfill the conditions 
of drug-likeness properties without any violation of 
Lipinski rule of five including MV < 500, calculated 
octanol-water partition coefficient (LogP) ≤ 5, some 
hydrogen bonding acceptors ≤ 10, as well as several 
hydrogen bonding donors ≤ 5. All the three compounds 
have a minor in silico ADME properties for oral 
administration, which indicated their favorable use in 
prodrug form. 
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Fig 5. The interaction of each hit molecules with RdRp. The green, orange, and purple dashed lines represent hydrogen 
bond, electrostatics, and hydrophobic interactions, respectively 

Table 2. The predicted ADME properties 

Compound 
GI 

absorption 
BBB 

permeant 
CYP1A2 CYP2C19 CYP2C9 CYP2D6 CYP3A4 Lipinksi rule 

RDM Low No No No No No No 
3 violations (MW>500, N 
or O>10, NH or OH>5) 

ZINC1529045114 Low No No No No No No 
3 violations (MW>500, N 
or O>10, NH or OH>5) 

ZINC169730811 Low No No No No No No 
2 violations (MW>500, N 
or O>10) 

9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin Low No No No No No No 0 violation 
 

Molecular dynamics simulation was performed to 
analyze the impact of ligand binding to the RdRp stability, 
which was estimated using the RMSD values of the 
receptor backbone atoms. Fig. 6 displays the RMSD values 
for receptor backbone atoms of each complex and native 
apo RdRp (without ligand) as a function of 40 ns 
simulation time. It is noted that the native apo RdRp and 
protein-ligand complexes reached equilibrium during the 
40 simulations. The RMSD values of 9-Ribosyl-trans-
zeatin were higher than those of other compounds. 

ZINC1529045114, ZINC169730811, and RDM display 
fluctuation in the early 20 ns especially for RDM and 
ZINC169730811. However, those three complexes 
become stable after around 25 ns and the curve 
fluctuation of ZINC169730811 was lower than those two 
ligands, which implied that ZINC169730811 could form 
a more stable complex with RdRp. 

On the other hand, residue fluctuation during 
ligand binding was recorded as RMSF values of the 
native apo RdRp and four complexes as shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig 6. The RMSD values for the receptor backbone atoms of each complex of RDM (red), ZINC1529045114 (green), 
ZINC169730811 (blue), 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin (purple), and native apo RdRp (pink) 

 
Fig 7. A plot of residue fluctuation during ligand binding was recorded as RMSF values as RDM (red), 
ZINC1529045114 (green), ZINC169730811 (blue), 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin (purple), and receptor only (pink) 
 
The RMSF values indicated that the higher RMSF values, 
the more fluctuation amino acid residues during MD 
simulation. As shown in Fig. 7, the highest peak was 
located at residue 1078 which was corresponded to the 
amino-terminal region of the protein, which is typical in 
all protein fluctuation. Peaks around 810 and 980, 300, 
380, and 20 have more fluctuated around 4 Å than other 
regions, which is attributable to residues in tails. The 
amino acids involved in the ligand-binding including 
Tyr560 (Tyr619), Lys562 (Lys621), Cys563 (Cys622), 
Asp564 (Asp623), Arg565 (Arg624), Thr628 (Thr687), 
Asn632 (Asn691), Asp701 (Asp760), Asp702 (Asp761), 
Glu752 (Glu811) as well as the rest of residues was stable 
enough under 3 Å and each ligand-induced the similar 
pattern of RMSF fluctuation. 

Trajectory  clustering was  employed to  identify the  

most populated structure for each complex. It is found 
out that the percentage of clusters was 100% in each 
complex (Table S2). Fig. 8 displays the single-populated 
structure of each ligand and their superimposition, while 
Fig. 9 depicts their detailed interactions. The single 
populated structure of RDM resulted in tight 
interactions with key residues of RdRp such as Asp701 
(Asp760) and Asp559 (Asp618). The most abundant 
structure of ZINC1529045114 was also involving key 
residues of RdRp such as Asp564 (Asp623), Asp701 
(Asp760), and Thr621 (Thr680). Similar interactions 
were also observed in the most abundant structure of 
ZINC169730811 which include Arg496 (Arg555), 
Asp564 (Asp623), and Asp702 (Asp761). While the most 
abundant of the 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin structure 
includes interactions with Asp564 (Asp623), Asp559 
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(Asp618), and Arg496 (Arg555). As Zhao et al. (2020) [14] 
reported the key residues of Asp618, Asp623, Asp760, 
Asp761, Thr680, Arg555, and Asn691, was supposed to 
interact with Remdesivir (RDM). 

Additionally, the hydrogen bond occupancies were 
also monitored during the trajectory period of the MD 
run. Table S1 shows the hydrogen bonding profile for 
each complex. The complex of ZINC169730811 showed 
hydrogen bonding higher occupancies than that of 
ZINC1529045114 and 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin. The 
highest occupancy was observed between 
ZINC169730811 and Asp702 (Asp761) with 80.78%, 
followed by moderate occupancies with Lys492 (Lys551) 
(32.53%). While the highest hydrogen bonding 
occupancy occurring in ZINC1529045114 was detected 
with Arg496 (Arg555) (45.55%), followed by hydrogen 
bonding moderate occupancy with Arg565 (Arg624) 
(30.18%) and Asp701 (Asp760) (29.6%) and Asp564 
(Asp623) (28.95%). While those observed in 9-Ribosyl-
trans-zeatin occurred with low occupancies, for example, 
occupancies of hydrogen bonding with Glu752 (Glu811) 
and Asp702 (Asp761) were 37.66% and 23.14%, 
respectively. From the data shown, it can be concluded 
that ZINC169730811 has better binding stability than 
ZINC1529045114 and 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin. 

Binding Free Energy Calculation 

The enthalpy terms of binding affinities of hit 
molecules were calculated using MM-PBSA methods as 
reflected in Table 3, while due to complexity, the entropy 
part was not calculated. The MM-PBSA binding energy 
offers a good compromise between accuracy and 
computational cost [22-25]. 

The ZINC169730811 displays the lowest total 
interaction energies (ΔEPBTOT = −57.73±4.49 kcal/mol), 
followed by ZINC1529045114 (−30.29±4.38 kcal/mol),  
9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin (−20.79±4.19 kcal/mol) and RDM 

(−17.87±4.19 kcal/mol). The electrostatic energy value 
(ΔEELE = −45.31±7.30 kcal/mol) was favorable for the 
binding of ZINC169730811 as in the case of 
ZINC1529045114 (ΔEELE = −46.46±7.84 kcal/mol), RDM 
(−39.29±4.78 kcal/mol), and 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin 
(−14.06±4.60 kcal/mol). The favorable energy terms 
were also contributed by the lower van der Waals energy 
(ΔEVDW = −58.77±4.29 kcal/mol), ZINC1529045114 
(ΔEVDW = −37.05±4.49 kcal/mol), 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin 
(ΔEVDW = −21.75±5.57 kcal/mol) and RDM (ΔEVDW = 
−15.72±5.29 kcal/mol). The binding of ligands was also 
corroborated by lower nonpolar contribution for 
solvation energy (ΔEPBSUR = −6.22±0.26 kcal/mol), 
−4.56±0.20 kcal/mol, −3.56±0.32 kcal/mol, and 
−3.34±0.31 kcal/mol for ZINC169730811, 
ZINC1529045114, RDM, and 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin, 
respectively. The superiority of the binding energy of 
ZINC169730811 to other ligands was also reflected in 
Fig. S1 which shows the plot of MM-PBSA binding energy  

 
Fig 8. The superimposition of single populated 
structures in which RDM, ZINC1529045114, 
ZINC169730811, and 9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin are colored 
as red, green, blue, and purple, respectively 

Table 3. The binding energy for the last 10 ns predicted by MM-PBSA protocol. 
Ligand ΔEELE (kcal/mol) ΔEVDW (kcal/mol) ΔEPB (kcal/mol) ΔEPBSUR (kcal/mol) ΔEPBTOT (kcal/mol) 

ZINC1529045114 −46.46±7.84 −37.05±4.49 57.78±6.42 −4.56±0.20 −30.29±4.38 
ZINC169730811 −45.31±7.30 −58.77±4.29 52.58±5.36 −6.22±0.26 −57.73±4.49 
9-Ribosyl-trans-zeatin −14.06±4.60 −21.75±5.57 18.36±3.19 −3.34±0.31 −20.79±4.19 
RDM −39.29±4.78 −15.72±5.29 40.71±4.02 −3.56±0.32 −17.87±4.19 
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Fig 9. The single populated pose of each ligand. (a) RDM (b) ZINC1529045114 (c) ZINC169730811 (d) 9-Ribosyl-
trans-zeatin 
 
throughout simulation time, in which ZINC169730811 
has the lowest binding energy in the whole simulation 
time. It is worth to note that the three-hit molecules display 
lower binding energies than that of RDM, which is 
indicated their tighter affinities toward the RdRp protein. 

■ CONCLUSION 

In brief, the present study employed 
pharmacophore modeling for identifying hit molecules 
from both Indonesian herbal and ZINC databases 
potential for binding to RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase (RdRp) of SARS-CoV-2. One hit from herbal 

and two hits from ZINC databases was selected for MD 
simulation, and the three hits showing tighter binding to 
RdRp based on MM-PBSA binding energy prediction. 
The present study suggests the three hits as potential 
inhibitors of RdRp, however, further experimental 
verification is required. 
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